Professor Sir Ronald Fisher
Dept. of Genetics
44 Storey's Way
Cambridge.

My dear Professor,

I hope Miss Dance will be able to send over to Australia my letter, as I need to have an abstract of your proposed paper for Bellagio at your earliest convenience. You will remember you promised to give us a paper on "Sequential selection of genotypes". I should greatly appreciate receiving an abstract of about a typewritten page, as we are planning to mail abstracts to members who have registered during the month of May.

There is a prospect of having papers preprinted and distributed as galleys in time for the Conference. However, news that this would be possible has come in fairly late and, unless your paper is already prepared, I doubt that we shall be able to have yours, owing to the circumstance that you are presently away from Cambridge. Should there be a chance of having your manuscript in time, it should be sent to Miss Cox, P.O.Box \$457, Raleigh N.C. Preprinting will be possible for those papers which reach her for the first week of May.

With best wishes for your stay in Australia,

Yours

 Luca.

20th April, P.E. 20th.